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1. Introduction. In [2], the asymptotic behavior of solutions of

wth-order homogeneous linear ordinary differential equations near a

singular point at oo, was investigated. The class of equations treated

in that paper (as well as here) roughly consists of those linear equa-

tions whose coefficients are complex functions defined and analytic

in unbounded sectorial regions (see §2(a) below), and have asymp-

totic expansions as x^>oo in terms of real (but not necessarily inte-

gral) powers of x and/or functions which are of smaller rate of growth

(-<) than all powers of x as x—* oo. (We are using here the concept of

asymptotic equivalence (~) as x^-oo, and the order relation "-<,"

introduced in [5, §13].) However, it should be noted (see [5, §128(g)])

that the class of equations treated here includes, as a special case,

equations where no requirement is imposed except that each coeffi-

cient be analytic and have an asymptotic expansion (in the custom-

ary sense) of the form yic,x~x' with Xy real and Xy—>+ oo as j—*«>.

(For a summary of the necessary definitions from [5], and the needed

results from [2], see §§2, 3 below.) In [2], solutions were sought

which were ~ to complex logarithmic monomials (i.e. functions of

the form, Kx"°ilog x)al(Iog log x)"2 • • ■ (logQ x)a« for complex ay and

K with K9^0). Associated with a linear equation in the class described

above, is an algebraic equation of degree at most n (see [l, §17] or

[2, §3(e)]), which is a generalization of the classical "indicial equa-

tion at oo." In [2, §§5, 11], it was shown that if p is the degree of this

corresponding algebraic equation, then there are precisely p complex

logarithmic monomials of the form Mj= xe>(}og x)~"' ij=l, • ■ • , p),

where Mi is not <~^Mj if »?*/, such that any solution of the differential

equation which is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial is ~ to a

constant multiple of some Mj, and there exist solutions gi^Mi such

that [gi, • ■ ■ , gp) is a linearly independent set. When p = n (which

is a generalization of the notion of regular singularity at oo), this re-

sult is an asymptotic analog of one part of the classical Fuchs Regu-

larity Theorem. (See [4, p. 365] for a complete discussion of Fuchs'

Theorem.)

When p<n (which generalizes the situation of an irregular singu-

larity at   oo),  a natural  question  is  raised;  namely,  what is  the
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asymptotic behavior of the remaining n—p solutions in a funda-

mental set? In this paper we answer this question in the case p = n — 1,

by proving (see §4 below) that when p=n — 1, there is a solution g*,

such that {gi, ■ • • , gn_i, g*} is a fundamental set, and such that g*

is either of smaller rate of growth as x—■> «j than all powers of x, or is

of larger rate of growth as x—» °o than all powers of x. This result is

proved using the classical technique of reduction of order as well as

results in [3] and [6] concerning the asymptotic behavior of solutions

of certain first-order linear equations.

2. Concepts from [5]. (a) [5, §94]: Let a and b be real numbers,

— ir^a<b^TT. For each nonnegative real-valued function g, defined

on (0, (b-a)/2), let V(g) be the union (over 5£(0, (b-a)/2)) of all

sectors, aA-d<arg(x — h(8)) <b — 5, where h(b) =g(S)exp(i(aArb)/2).

The set of all V(g) (for all choices of g) is denoted F(a, b), and is a

filter base which converges to °o. A statement is said to hold except in

finitely many directions in F(a, b) (briefly, e.f.d. in F(a, b)) if there are

finitely many points ri<r2< ■ ■ • <rq in (a, b), such that the state-

ment holds in each of F(a, r-A, F(rx, r2), ■ ■ ■ , F(rq, b) separately.

(b) [5, §13]: If/ is analytic in some V(g), then /—>0 in F(a, b)

means that for any e > 0 there is a gi such that \f(x) | < e for all

xEV(gi). The statement/-<1 in F(a, b) means that in addition to

/—>0, all functions 6]f—>0 where 9jf=x log x ■ ■ ■ logy_i xf. The state-

ments fi^f2, /i~/2 and fi~f2 mean respectively, fi/f2-<l, fi—ft-<fz
and /i~c/2 for some constant C9*0. An important property of the

order relation -<, (proved in [5, §28]) is that/-^l implies Ojf~<l for

all j, so in particular, xf'-<l.

(c) [5, §49]: A logarithmic domain of rank zero, (briefly an LD0)

over F(a, ft), is a complex vector space E of functions (each analytic in

some V(g)), which contains the constants, and such that any finite

linear combination of elements of E, with coefficients which for some

qgtO are functions of the form ex"0 (log x)n ■ ■ ■ {\ogqx)a" (for real ay),

is either ~toa function of this latter form or is trivial (i.e. -<x" for

all real a).

3. A result from [2]. Let fi(y) be an rath-order linear differential

polynomial with coefficients in an LD0 over F(a, b). If 9 is the oper-

ator dy = xy', Q(y) may be written S2(v) = X)y-o Bj(x)6'y, where the

functions Bj belong to an LDo. We assume Bn is nontrivial. By divid-

ing through by the highest power of x which is ~ to a coefficient,

Bj, we may assume there is an integer £^0 such that Bp^l, Bj^i.1

or =1 for each j, while for j>p, Bj^.x-S for some 5>0. It is proved
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in [2, §11] (using results obtained in [l] and [7]) that there exist p

complex logarithmic monomials Mi, • • ■ , Mv, where each is of the

form xa(log xY, and M,&Mj ii i^j, such that any solution of fl(y) =0

which is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial is « Mf for some i,

and such that e.f.d. in Fia, b), the equation tiiy) =0 possesses solu-

tions gi, ■ • • , gP with gi~Mi. If / is an interval such that gi, ■ ■ ■ , gP

exist in /"(/), we say {gi, ■ • • , gP} is a complete logarithmic set of

solutions in F(/). The functions gi, ■ ■ • , gP have the property that if

for some constants Ci, • • • , cp the function zZt=i c'St 1S trivial then

all the d are 0.

4. The main theorem here. We will prove the following

Theorem. Let tiiy) = zZt-o Biix)6iy be a linear differential poly-

nomial where the functions Bi belong to an LD0 over Fia, b), and where

B»_i««l, -By^l or =1 for all j, 5„—<x_s for some 5>0 and Bn is non-

trivial. Then ( — £„_i/(x-B„))~cx~1+i/or some constant cf^O and t>0.

i This follows from the asymptotic properties of Bj, and the definition of

LD0.) Let fi<p) =cos iUp+arg c) for — ir<d><Tr. Then if (ai, 61) is any

subinterval of (a, b) on which /(r/>) <0 irespectively /(</>) >0), then e.f.d.

in Fiai, b/) the equation tiiy)=0 has a fundamental set of solutions

\gi, ■ • • > fn-it g*}, where {gi, ■ • ■ , gn-i} is a complete logarithmic

set and g*^.xa for all a irespectively g*>-x" for all a).

The proof of this theorem will be based on a sequence of lemmas,

and will be concluded in §12.

5. Notation. If H is a nonzero solution of an wth-order homo-

geneous linear differential equation A(y)=0, then under the change

of dependent variable y = Hu, z = 8u followed by division by H, we

obtain an («—l)st-order equation denoted (//; A)(3)=0. By induc-

tion we denote (//,; (//,_i, ■ • • , Hi; A)), if defined, by (//;, ZZ,_i, • • • ,

Hi; A), where if i = 0, the latter is taken to be A itself.

6. Uniform hypothesis. Let fl satisfy the hypothesis of §4. Let /

be any interval such that a complete logarithmic set {gi, ■ ■ • , gn-i}

exists in /*"(/) (see §3). Define functions hi, • • • , A„_i as follows:

hi = gi and ki+i = id o h\ o ■ ■ ■ o 6 o h{)igi+/), where h*is the operator

h*y=y/h. Let A,- be the operator Aj(y) = (0 o h\ o • • ■ o 6 o W)(y).

It is proved in [2, §12(B)] that

(A) hi is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial (whence by simple

computation, d'hi/hi-<l or «1 for all * and j).

(B) ik,, hi-i, ■ • • , hi\ ti) is defined for all i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1.
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7. Lemma. Assume the hypothesis of §6. For each i, let

n—i

(hi, ■ ■ ■ ,hi;Q)(y) =Y BiJ'y.

Then, for each i,

(a) Bi,n-i = Bn, and

(b) Bi,n+i~Bn_i in F(I).

Proof. By simple computation,

(1) Bi+i,s=   Y Bij(   \) (hi+A-idi-e+Vhi+i.
y-3+i        \s Ar 1/

For i = 0, (a) and (b) are clear. We proceed by induction, and assume

(a) and (b) for i. By (1), 5i+1>„_(i+1) =Biin~i which is Bn by induction

hypothesis, proving (a) for *+l. (b) follows for * + l, from (1) and

the asymptotic relations, .Bi,n_,_i~Bn_i«l, j3;,n_, = .r3„-<x~5 and

(hi+i)~mi+i^l or «1 (by §6(A)).

8. Lemma. Assume the hypothesis of §6. Then:

(a) There exists an analytic function W^( — Bn_i/xBn) such that the

functions zo = exp fW (where JW stands for any primitive of W in

F(I)), are solutions of (hn-i, • • ■ , fa; U) (z) = 0.
(b) W~cx~l+t for some constants t>0 and C9*0.

(c) The function f(<j>) = cos (20 +arg c) has only finitely many zeros in

(—tt, tt).

Proof, (a) By Lemma 7, (fori = ra —1), the equation (ft„_i, ■ ■ ■ ,fa;

fi)(z) =0 is Bn6zArEz = 0 (where E~Bn-i), and hence is equivalent to

the equation z— (z'/W)=0 where W= — E/(xBn). Thus (a) follows

immediately.

(b) and (c) are obvious.

9. Lemma. Assume the hypothesis of §6 and let W be as in Lemma 8.

Then if g is any function such that A„_i(g) =exp fW, we have Q(g) =0.

Proof. From the definition of (H; A) it is clear that,

(A)  If Zo = (6 o IP")(y0) is a solution of (H; A)(z) =0, then y=y0 is

a solution of A(y) = 0.

Let g be a function such that A„_i(g) =exp fW. Thus exp fW

= (6 o h*n_i)(A„_2(g)), and by Lemma 8, z0 = exp fW is a solution of

(A„_i, • • • , fa; Q)(z)=0. Hence by (A), yi=A„_2(g) is a solution of

(hn-i, ■ • • , fa; Q)(y)=0. But y,=0 o Aj_2(AB_3(g)) so again by (A),

^2=A„_3(g) is a solution of (&„_3, ■ ■ ■ , fa; S2)(y)=0. Continuing this

way, we eventually obtain yn-i = g is a solution of fi(y) =0.
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10. Lemma. Let c and t be constants, cj^O and t>0. Let W be any

function  ~cx~l+t in  some   FiJ),  and  let /(<£)= cos (££+arg c) for

— ir<<p<ir. ifi<f>) is called the indicial function for W, and was intro-

duced in [6, §61].) Then:

(a) // Ji is any subinterval of J on which /(</>) <0 irespectively, /(</>)

>0), then for all a, exp fW^.xa irespectively, exp fW">~xa) in FiJi).

(b) If Ji is any subinterval of J on which f(<t>) is never zero, then for

any function H, which in FiJ/) is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial,

the equation 0y = H exp fW possesses a solution of the form y = G exp JW,

where G is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial in FiJ/). iln fact

G~H/ixW).)

Proof, (a) z0 = exp fW is a solution of z— iz'/W) =0. Assume /(r/>)

<0 on Ji. In this case it is proved in [3, p. 271 ], that any solution of

z — iz'/W) =0 is -<1 in FiJi) so z0-<l. We now show that z0-<x<* for

all real a. Assume the contrary. Then the set A oi all real a for which

z0-<x", is nonempty (since it contains a = 0) and is bounded below.

Letting (3 be the greatest lower bound of A, we clearly have z0

-<*«- for all e>0. Thus Zo'-^x^'-1 (§2(6)). But za = z{ ,/W and

W~cx~1+*. Thus Zo-<x3+e_( for all e>0. Taking e = t/2, we obtain

Zo^x"-"2 which contradicts the definition of 8. Hence Zn-<xa for all

a when /(</>) < 0.

If now/(</>) >0, let V=-W. Then  V-cx~l+', so the indicial

function for V is —fi<b) which is strictly negative. Hence by the previ-

ous case, exp fV~<xa for all real a, so exp fW^x" for all a.

(b) Let H be given, H~M, where M is a complex logarithmic

monomial. Under the change of dependent variable, y = uH exp JW,

the equation 6y = H exp fW is equivalent to,

(1) xHu' + xiHW + H')u = H.

Since H~M, H'/H is -Kx'1 or ~x~l and so is -<W (see §2(b)). Thus

HW+H'r^HW so in some element of FiJ/), HW+H' is nowhere

zero. Thus (1) is equivalent to,

(2) u - iu'/V) = - ixV)~l

where V= ~{W+ iH'/H)). Hence V~-W. The indicial function for

V is —/(</>) and so is nowhere zero on J2. It is proved in [3, p. 271]

that for such a V, an equation of the form u — iu'/V) =E (where

E-<1) always possesses a solution ~<1 in FiJ/). Since — (xF)_1-<l,

there exists «o^<l in FiJ/) satisfying equation (2). Thus,

(3) Mo = (wo'/F) - ixV)-\
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Since u0-<l, ui-<x~l (see §2(b)). Thus (ui/V)~<(xV)~1 so by (3),

«o~ — (xV)~l in F(J2). Hence u0H~ — M/(xV) in F(J2). Since yo

= u0H exp /IF is a solution of dy = H exp /IF, this proves (b).

11. Lemma. .4ssume the hypothesis of §6 and let W be as in Lemma 8.

Let f(4>) be the indicial function of W, and let J be a subinterval of I on

which f(d>) is never zero. Then in F(J), the equation Q(y) =0 possesses

a solution of the form y*=H exp fW, where H is >~ to a complex

logarithmic monomial in F(J). Furthermore, if on J, f(4>) <0 (respec-

tively, f(<p)>0), then for all real a, y*^(.xa (respectively, y*>-x") in

F(J).

Proof. (In this proof, L, and Ai will denote complex logarithmic

monomials.) By Lemma 9, any function y* such that A„_i(y*)

= exp fW, will be a solution of fl(v) =0. We now construct such a y*

by successive integrations using Lemma 10(b). By Lemma 10(b),

there exists Gi~Li in F(J) such that zi = Gi exp JW is a solution of

0z = exp fW. Let yi = hn-iZi. Thus, 6 o hl_i(yi)=exp fW, and yi
= Hi exp fW where Hi~Ni by §6(A). Again by Lemma 10(b), there

exists G2~L2 such that z2 = G2 exp fW is a solution of 0z = yi. Letting

y2 = hn-2z2, we have 6 o h*n= i o 6 o hn_2(y2) = exp fW and y2 = H2 exp JW

where by §6(A), H2~N2. Continuing this way, using Lemma 10(b),

we obtain two sequences of functions z2, ■ ■ ■ , z„_i and y2, • ■ • , y„_i

such that for each j, Zj = Gj exp JW is a solution of 0z = yy_i, and

Gy~Ly, and where yy = fe„_yZy. Thus clearly, yy=fly exp JW where
Hj~Nj by §6(A). Let y*=yn~i and H = Hn-i. Then clearly y*

= H exp fW, and by construction A„_i(y*) =exp fW so Q(y*) =0 by

Lemma 9. Let A^_i = A'x«(log x)r ■ ■ ■ . Since -fiT~JVn_i, it is easily

verified that if ai = l+Re(?) and a2= — 1+Re(g) then H-<xal while

H^x"1. Since y* = H exp fW, we have y*~<.xal exp fW and y*

-^x"* exp fW in F(J). If f(<p) <0 then by Lemma 10(a), in F(J),
exp fW^<.xa for all a. Hence clearly y*^x" for all a. Similarly, if

/(0)>O, then by Lemma 10(a), exp fW>-x" for all a, so clearly,

y*>-xa for all a.

12. Conclusion of proof of theorem (§4). If W is as in Lemma 8,

and ii f(4>) is the indicial function of W, then by Lemma 8(c), f(<p)

has only finitely many zeros, ri <r2 < ■ ■ ■ <rq in (a, b). Let h be any

of the intervals (a, ri), (ru r2), ■ ■ ■ , (rq, b). Then by §3, e.f.d. in

F(Ii), there exists a complete logarithmic set of solutions of il(y) =0.

Letting / be any subinterval of h, such that a complete logarithmic

set of solutions {gu ■ ■ ■ , g„-i} exists on F(I), then in F(I), by

Lemma 11, there is a solution g* of S(y)=0, which is of the form
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g*=H exp fW where H is ~ to a complex logarithmic monomial in

Fil). lifi<t>) >0 on /, g*>-x" ior all a, while if /(0) <0 on /, g*^xa for

all a. Clearly the sets {gi, • • • , gn-i, g*} exist e.f.d. in Fil/) (and

e.f.d. in Fia, b)).

To conclude the proof of §4, we must show that {gi, ■ ■ ■ , gn-i, g*}

is a linearly independent set.

Suppose for some constants Ci, • • • , C» we have zZt-i Cig,+ Cng*

= 0. If g*-Kxa ior all a, then clearly —Cng* is also trivial. Thus since

IZi-i Cigi= —Cng*, we have & = • • • =C„_i = 0 (see end of §3).
Hence Cng* = 0. Since g* = // exp JW, g* is nonzero, so C„ = 0 also.

If g*>-xa for all a, then writing the dependence relation as C„ =

— zZ?-i Ciigi/g*), we see that the right side of this relation —►O, so

C„ = 0. Since {gi, • ■ ■ , gn-i] is linearly independent, Ci= • • ■ =Cn-i

= 0 also. Hence in both cases {gi, • • • , g»-i, g*} is a fundamental set.
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